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THAILAND

Capital: Bangkok
Population: 69,480,520
GDP per capita (PPP): $18,460
Human Development Index: High (0.777)
Freedom in the World: Not free (30/100)

OVERALL CSO SUSTAINABILITY: 5.1

With the spread of COVID-19, a worsening economy, and waves of pro-democracy protests, Thailand’s political
situation in 2020 was highly unstable.
On March 26, 2020, the government declared a state of emergency to contain the spread of COVID-19. The state
of emergency was originally scheduled to last one month but was repeatedly renewed and still in effect as of
December 2020. This decree gives Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha full power to take any measures he deems
appropriate and necessary in order to protect national security and maintain public order, including regulations
prohibiting or restricting public assemblies, personal travel, fear-mongering or deceptive messages, route and
building use, implementing evacuations, and access to designated areas. Authorities have also used the emergency
decree to censor free speech and prosecute critics of the government’s response to the pandemic, as well as to
ban pro-democracy gatherings calling for reforms of the monarchy and the restoration of real democracy.
Following the second COVID-19 outbreak in December 2020, Thailand was put under partial lockdown.
The COVID-19 pandemic had a devastating impact on Thailand’s economy, with the gross domestic product
(GDP) contracting by 12 percent in the second quarter of 2020. The economic contraction slowed to 6.4 percent
in the third quarter, despite the ongoing pandemic.
Pro-democracy and political opposition party leaders, who had gained political support in the 2019 general
elections, faced continuous challenges in accessing resources and operating in 2020. In February 2020, the Thai
Constitutional Court dissolved the Future Forward Party (FWP) for allegedly accepting an illegal loan that exceeds
the lending limit from its founder and leader; the decision also banned fifteen executives of the party from politics
for ten years. In response to the dissolution of FWP, anti-government protests were organized on academic
campuses, but these were later halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. On July 18, 2020, Free Youth led what
would become the largest protest movement since the May 2014 coup. The movement articulated three demands:
the dissolution of the parliament, the adoption of a new constitution, and the end to the authorities’ harassment of
government critics. As pro-democracy protests grew across the country over the following months, demands later
included the resignation of Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha and the students’ ten-point manifesto to reform the
monarchy.
In response, in October 2020 the government declared a more stringent “severe state of emergency,” which
banned the gathering of more than five people in Bangkok. At least eighty-seven protesters were arrested before
the decree was revoked one week later. Violent police tactics, including water cannons, tear gas, and rubber
bullets, were also used against peaceful and unarmed protesters. These tactics continued through October and
November and were reinforced on November 19 as the prime minister announced that the government would
enforce “all laws and all articles” against anti-government protesters. Following this, royalists began to scour the
internet and report on alleged cases of lèse majesté, or insults of the monarchy, specifically targeting protesters.
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Demonstrations calmed in December 2020 when the country was struck by a second wave of COVID-19
infections.
The ongoing conflict in Thailand’s Deep South notably abated in 2020, while the region instead faced the threat and
devastation of COVID-19. On April 4, the insurgent group Barisan Revolusi Nasional (BRN) declared a unilateral
ceasefire. Violence remained low even after BRN resumed operations on April 30, when security forces killed
three BRN members in a house raid. Still, the human rights situation continued to deteriorate in the region as the
government used biometric data as a tool in its counter-insurgency efforts. In June 2019, Internal Security
Operations Command (ISOC) required that all mobile phone owners in the Deep South re-register their SIM
cards with the new government’s facial recognition system by April 2020. According to Civil Rights Defenders,
only 800,000 out of 1.5 million people met the deadline. Beginning in May 2020, providers were directed to shut
down services for users who failed to comply. The drastic measures have been heavily criticized as potentially
endangering populations in the midst of the pandemic by cutting off access to information and telecommunications
services. Surveillance was also heightened in the Deep South after a January 2020 announcement that the
government would use artificial intelligence (AI) in at least 8,200 surveillance cameras across the region.
The National Human Rights Commission of Thailand (NHRCT) failed to provide support in protecting and
promoting human rights, and CSOs in 2020 released a joint statement confirming the NHRCT’s “B” rating from
the Sub-Committee on Accreditation of Global Alliance of National Human Rights Institutions. The rating signified
that the Commission is not fully compliant with the Paris Principles and can only participate in the work of the
United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) as an observer.
The Thai judicial system has been accused of corruption and politicization, particularly following the 2020
dissolution of FWP and other controversial verdicts. The judiciary also became increasingly intolerant of criticism,
stating in December 2020 that “criticisms of rulings made with vulgar, sarcastic, or threatening words will be
considered a violation of the law” and could therefore lead to prosecution.
Overall CSO sustainability in Thailand deteriorated slightly in 2020, with an extreme decline in the legal
environment and slight declines in all other dimensions but public image, which remained unchanged. The legal
environment underwent extreme deterioration due to increased state harassment. CSOs also continued to face
barriers to registration. Financial viability inevitably worsened as the economy worsened, while access to funding
remained a major issue, especially for unregistered CSOs. The infrastructure supporting the CSO sector also
declined, as Thailand still lacks strong centralized CSO networks. Organizational capacity declined slightly as a
result of the barriers presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, and service delivery similarly deteriorated due to
COVID-19 restrictions and limited capacity. The sector’s public image remained stable, despite the fact that
ongoing reliance on foreign funding reinforced government and public mistrust of CSOs, and the government
continued to discredit CSO activities and the media outlets that covered them. CSO advocacy efforts were able to
successfully move online but nonetheless suffered a slight setback due to COVID-19 restrictions and crackdowns.
The CSO sector in Thailand includes both registered and unregistered organizations. Foundations are the most
common type of registered organizations. Others include associations, clubs, social enterprises, community-based
organizations (CBOs), grassroots movements, and international non-governmental organizations (INGOs).
According to a report published by CIVICUS in October 2020, as of April 2019, there were 13,572 foundations
and 12,973 associations registered with the Department of Provincial Administration.

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT: 6.0
The legal environment for CSOs in Thailand witnessed extreme deterioration in 2020, a year marked by police
violence and crackdowns on peaceful pro-democracy demonstrators, activists, human rights defenders, the media,
and civil society. Also in 2020, the Thai government used the COVID-19 Emergency Decree, enacted in March, to
crack down on and impose drastic control over dissenting voices both online and offline. The lèse majesté law was
also revived in 2020 to incriminate activists calling for democracy and reforms of the monarchy.
CSOs in Thailand generally operate as foundations. Foundations register with the Ministry of Interior in
accordance with the Thai Civil and Commercial Code and must work for the public benefit, have at least three
Thai nationals on their boards of directors, provide bank statements showing a balance of at least THB 200,000
(approximately $6,400), and not violate the law, good morals, or national security.
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Many organizations, especially those working on issues
deemed politically sensitive such as land tenure and
peace and security, choose not to register, in part
because registered CSOs may be inspected by
government authorities at any time. Government
reporting requirements and license renewals are timeconsuming and require substantial resources, further
spurring some CSOs to remain unregistered and work as
informal networks. However, registration is often a
requirement for CSOs to receive donor funding. A CSO
that chooses not to obtain legal status can operate as a
working group, but those tend to remain small and
temporary.
On March 6, 2020, the Ministry of Social Development
and Human Security (MSDHS) conducted a public
hearing on its draft Law on the Promotion and Development of Civil Society Organizations, which would have
been Thailand’s first law intended to regulate CSOs and support service delivery. After incorporating feedback,
MSDHS sent the draft act to the Thai Cabinet on December 17, 2020, for consideration. By December 30, the
Office of the Council of the State (OCS) had submitted its feedback on the draft, including the suggestion that
foreign funding be disclosed. The Cabinet later assigned OCS to draft an alternative act, the draft Law on
Operations of Not-for-Profit Organizations, which CSOs fear would further close civic space in Thailand and
control foreign funding. As of December 2020, the draft had not been made available for public consultation,
adding to CSO concerns around restrictions to come.
In March 2020, the government enacted the Emergency Decree on Public Administration in Emergency Situations,
which enabled it to detain individuals without warrants for more than thirty days. The emergency decree was
officially enacted in order to limit the spread of COVID-19 but was frequently misused to silence those opposing
the government and government policies, and it remained in place even when no domestic cases of COVID-19
transmission were recorded. It further prohibited the publication and distribution of news and information that
“may cause panic or intentionally distorts information.” The decree remained active through the end of 2020.
From October 15 to 22, the government enforced a stricter variation of the decree, the Severe State of
Emergency, in Bangkok, under which unauthorized gatherings of more than five people were banned and state
authorities were empowered to take all necessary actions to prevent public unrest and agitation, including by
detaining individuals without charges. During this period, eighty-seven people were arrested.
During the year, the government also used a combination of pre-existing laws to further hamper CSO activities
and operations and restrict civil liberties and freedoms of speech, assembly, and the press. Those laws included the
Public Assembly Act of 2015, which regulates freedom of assembly, and the Computer Crime Act (CCA), which
authorizes the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society to request and enforce the removal of “false content”
online that is considered a threat to national security and punish those who distribute it. Several sections of the
Penal Code have also been used to obstruct CSO activities: these include, Section 112 on royal defamation, known
as lèse majesté; 116 on sedition; 198 on contempt of court; 326 on defamation; 110 on violations of the Queen’s
liberty; and 368, which punishes any person who refuses to comply with an official’s order without reasonable
cause or excuse.
Throughout 2020, the above laws were used to limit CSO activism online and offline. The CCA has been
increasingly weaponized to crack down on dissenting voices online, indicating a rise of digital control in Thailand
and encouraging self-censorship among independent media, activists, and CSOs. In some cases, the government
used the CCA to pressure platforms to remove content, such as restricting access within Thailand to the Royalist
Marketplace, a Facebook group that openly discusses the monarchy.
According to ARTICLE 19 and Thai Lawyers for Human Rights (TLHR), by October 21, 2020, at least 173
individuals had been charged or arrested for their involvement in the 2020 pro-democracy protests. Numerous
activists—including human rights defender and former lèse majesté prisoner Somyot Prueksakasemsuk, human
rights lawyer and activist Arnon Nampa, and several student activists—were also charged for sedition under
Section 116 of the Penal Code. Acts of sedition carry a maximum jail term of seven years.
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In some cases, previously-repealed orders from the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO), the military
junta that ruled the country from 2014 to 2019, were still actively applied to prosecute the opposition in 2020.
NCPO Orders No. 29/2014 and 41/2014, which allowed the military to forcibly summon individuals to military
campuses, were not repealed until December 2020.
The government also reactivated the repressive Section 112 of the Penal Code, known as lèse majesté, to
prosecute those critical of the monarchy. While no new cases of lèse majesté had been filed since 2018, the
government threatened to apply Section 112 to pro-democracy protesters in November 2020, and it was reported
that at least twelve protest leaders received police summons for allegedly violating Section 112. In December 2020,
police took a sixteen-year-old protester to juvenile court on a lèse majesté charge and requested a detention
order, but the court denied the detention order and granted conditional bail. Figures regarding the exact number
of people charged under this provision vary, but according to TLHR, by the end of 2020, at least fifty-seven
individuals were victims of this provision in forty-two lawsuits.
Authorities also pursued protest leaders on multiple charges to compound punishment. Chonthicha “Lookate”
Jangrew, for instance, was charged under Section 112 and the CCA for Facebook posts promoting reforms of the
monarchy. Critics of the government and monarchy have also fled Thailand for fear of being prosecuted under
Section 112, and in 2020, one of them disappeared. On June 4, 2020, Wanchalerm Satsaksit, a Thai exile in
Cambodia since 2018, disappeared after posting a video critical of the Thai prime minister. His whereabouts
remain unknown.
Beyond legal charges, those who voiced opposition were met with house visits, judicial harassment, physical
assault, and intimidation, and were forced to sign memorandums of understanding (MOUs) or promises not to
discuss the monarchy. Women, media professionals, community-based defenders, environment human rights
defenders, indigenous peoples, and pro-democracy activists were the most targeted by the wave of state
harassment.
CSOs are allowed to accept funds from domestic and foreign donors, engage in fundraising campaigns, and earn
income. Any profit earned by foundations and associations is taxed at a rate of 1 percent. CSOs are able to apply
for tax-exempt status but most are unaware of this possibility and unfamiliar with the process.
Foundations may receive tax-free donations from companies, but to do so, the foundation must be registered with
the Ministry of Finance and produce monthly reports. This is challenging for most CSOs given their limited
capacity. Under the Revenue Code, individuals and corporations that donate to foundations and associations can
receive tax deductions, at a maximum of 10 percent of income for individuals and 2 percent for corporations.
CSOs faced difficulties in accessing legal assistance in 2020, as most CSOs lacked funds to pay for legal services.
Fewer lawyers were willing to do pro bono work in 2020 given the declining economy. In 2020, limited pro bono
legal services were provided by law firms, NGOs, Thai bar associations, and university legal clinics, including the
Community Resource Center Foundation and EnLaw. In December 2020, nine human rights lawyers’ organizations
formed the Human Rights Lawyer Alliance to monitor human rights abuses and prosecute authorities. Access to
legal services remains particularly limited in rural areas.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY: 4.4
The organizational capacity of CSOs declined slightly in 2020, primarily due to challenges brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic and resulting restrictions.
While some CSOs were able to better leverage digital space and make use of new technologies, most grassroots
organizations struggled to move activities online and adapt to new ways of working. This exacerbated the digital
divide already present due to economic, educational, and social inequalities. Lack of resources and limited human
capacity also continued to present major obstacles to CSOs’ ability to work effectively and efficiently.
In 2020, most grassroots organizations address the needs of their beneficiaries, which are often local communities
or members of marginalized groups. However, CSOs struggle to build close relationships with their beneficiaries
due to the government’s strict monitoring and portrayal of them as enemies of the state. The COVID-19 pandemic
also made it difficult for CSOs to reach their local partners and grassroots communities. While established CSOs
could move their work online, indigenous groups and farmer-led grassroots organizations could no longer
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effectively communicate with and provide services to
their beneficiaries, who were not able to join online
meetings and trainings.
Most CSOs have clear mission statements, but few have
the capacity to develop and implement strategic plans.
Donors’ changing priorities also continue to cause CSOs
to change their focus in order to successfully seek
funding, sometimes at the cost of their core mission.
With the COVID-19 outbreak, donors asked many
CSOs and CBOs to redirect their funding to pandemic
response. Often, the resulting emergency assistance and
activities did not align with strategic plans.
Most national and local CSOs, especially CBOs and
grassroots movements, lack internal management
structures, including human resources and accounting
systems. Larger organizations, however, often have such systems, as well as written policies and procedures, in
place. Board members typically are not involved in daily operations but are involved and consulted when key
decisions need to be made. Due to COVID-19 restrictions on public gatherings, CSOs registered as formal
associations were unable to organize general assemblies or annual meetings to discuss their activities, financial
reports, or strategies in 2020.
CSOs find it difficult to offer positions with clear and well-delineated responsibilities, as limited resources make for
a small, overworked staff. Often, CSOs are forced to reduce their activities as a result. The lack of human capital
also undermines the efficiency of CSOs and is sometimes worsened by conflict among overburdened staff
members. These difficulties were exacerbated by COVID-19, which reduced CSO budgets and therefore further
reduced the number of paid staff. The challenges of remote work due to pandemic restrictions also took a toll on
the mental health of many CSO staff.
In all regions, CSOs struggled to recruit volunteers in 2020 due to travel restrictions and remote work conditions.
Nationwide, however, there was a noticeably high engagement of volunteers supporting COVID-19 relief efforts,
and many individuals from the private sector volunteered their time. The Ministry of Public Health managed 1.04
million village volunteers, who supported relief efforts by distributing supplies and sharing information on COVID19 prevention and symptoms.
Most Bangkok-based and established CSOs have access to the internet and information communication
technologies (ICT), and relied upon them more in 2020 due to COVID-19 restrictions. Some CSOs were able to
manage their tasks and deliver their services using free tools like LINE, Google Forms, Facebook, Trello, and
Zoom. Organizations also used social media platforms to promote their activities, distribute information, and build
their networks. This was clear during the pro-democracy protests, as activists gained support and raised awareness
through social media. Although CSOs were forced to move online to continue their advocacy and services, the
use of social media has been constrained by cyber-related laws such as the CCA and provisions of the Criminal
Code, resulting in government-mandated content removal and increased self-censorship.

FINANCIAL VIABILITY: 5.4
In 2020, the CSO sector’s financial viability deteriorated slightly as the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown had a
devastating impact on Thailand’s economy. Many donors either requested that CSOs redirect funding to COVID19 emergency relief or entirely stopped funding CSOs, instead responding directly to new needs that emerged
from the pandemic’s impact on marginalized communities. As a result, funding for CSOs was further restricted.
Thailand has received increasingly less support from foreign donors in recent years, pushing CSOs to depend more
on domestic donors. Foreign funding available at the country level, most often through embassies providing small
grants, is more attractive to local CSOs as there are no language barriers and funding requirements are more
accessible. A number of foreign donors continued to provide support to Thai CSOs in 2020. However, most of
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these funds were provided to international organizations
in Thailand, such as the World Health Organization
(WHO), UNICEF, FHI 360, Save the Children, and
Winrock International. Typically, only a small portion of
foreign donor funding is allocated for sub-grants, but
requirements for procurement and monitoring and
evaluation are often too complicated to be accessible for
local groups. Although relatively small in size, subgranting continued to be an important source of funding
for local CSOs, CBOs, grassroots movements, and
human rights defenders in 2020. For example, with
funding from the Canadian Embassy, the Environmental
Defenders Fund, and Internews, Manushya Foundation
supported two CBOs in northeastern Thailand working
on land rights and natural resource management and one
group in central Thailand working to defend communities
impacted by a nearby gold mining company. Manushya Foundation also provided funding to the Migrant Workers
Federation to support the livelihoods of migrant workers during the pandemic, many of whom were laid off and
excluded from government relief measures.
The Thai government has been hesitant to contract or fund CSOs and the government funding that exists is often
subject to strict conditions and monitoring. No official information regarding government funding in 2020 was
made publicly available.
CSOs’ ability to raise funds from local communities further worsened in 2020 due to the declining economy
brought by COVID-19. Some CSOs, such as those representing indigenous groups, were previously able to
generate income by selling handmade clothes and textiles. However, in 2020, they were unable to sell their
products in markets due to the lockdown and travel restrictions, losing much of their usual income. CSOs running
social enterprises and entertainment venues were also forced to close. CSOs often lack the skills and capacity to
run successful businesses, and the pandemic made it even more difficult for them to generate income.
Most CSOs do not have financial management systems in place. Grassroots movements and CBOs in particular
lack procurement guidelines and accounting systems.

ADVOCACY: 5.3
CSOs’ ability to carry out effective advocacy
deteriorated slightly in 2020, largely due COVID-19
restrictions and crackdowns. Nonetheless, CSOs
continued to engage around pro-democracy protests in
the second half of the year.
The government passed at least forty-nine new laws,
regulations, and royal and emergency decrees in 2020,
yet the laws advocated for or proposed by civil society
remained under review. Those laws include a bill on
prevention of torture and enforced disappearance,
amendments to Sections 301 and 305 of the Criminal
Code criminalizing abortion, and the Civil Partnership
Bill.
In 2020, the government presented just seven draft laws
for public consultation. Even when those consultations
were held, CSOs’ feedback was rarely reflected in final laws and policies. In some cases, communities and CSOs
were obstructed from attending public hearings and were not consulted on relevant issues. COVID-19 restrictions
further worsened access to government decision-making processes. For instance, nearby communities strongly
opposed the construction of the Chana Industrial Zone, a government industrial zone in Southern Thailand. In July
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2020, the government held a public hearing during Ramadan while COVID-19 travel restrictions remained in place,
rather than postponing the hearing to allow affected communities to be informed and consulted. Thus, despite
protests from members of the Chana Rak Tin Network, the government moved forward with the implementation
of its Southern Economic Corridor.
Given the COVID-19 restrictions that severely limited gatherings and travel, protests were put on hold for several
months. Despite this, civil society groups joined others in youth-led demonstrations to call for democratic reforms
and reforms of the monarchy. CSOs working on human rights, development, and social justice were particularly
active during the protests and successfully used that platform to raise public awareness of their priority issues. For
instance, activists organized a Run Against Dictatorship in Bangkok in January 2020, attracting between 10,000 and
13,000 people. Afterwards, more than 2,000 people organized local versions of the event in their own provinces.
Throughout these protests, civil society actors advocating for various intersectional issues built solidarity and
networks. Women’s rights groups and activists supporting the rights of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and
intersex (LGBTI) community frequently collaborated to demand social justice, gender equality, and the
decriminalization of both sex work and abortion. On November 7, for instance, pro-democracy activists joined
hands with women’s rights and LGBTI activists to demand equality for all, in addition to the three core demands of
the protest movement.
However, the COVID-19 Emergency Decree, enacted in March and extended on a monthly basis through the
remainder of 2020, made advocacy work difficult. The decree was frequently weaponized to crack down on critical
voices, and many activists from the civil society sector were charged under the decree for assembling and
demonstrating. As described above, activists were also charged under the sedition and lèse majesté sections of the
Penal Code. CSO use of social media and online engagement was also constrained by cyber-related laws such as
the CCA and provisions of the Criminal Code, which enable the government to deem any negative or critical
information as false.
CSOs continued to lobby members of parliament (MPs). In February, the Cross-Cultural Foundation, alongside
twelve other human rights organizations, developed a CSO version of the Bill on the Prevention and Suppression
of Torture and Enforced Disappearances and presented it to the Standing Committee on Legal Affairs, Justice, and
Human Rights. The bill was under examination at the end of 2020. Some movements also sought to directly
collaborate with opposition movements, which seem to be more receptive to CSOs’ needs and demands than the
coalition in power. For instance, in November, university students petitioned two MPs and the House Committee
on Labor regarding surveillance in relation to their activism and internships. On July 22, an MP from the Palang
Pracharath Party filed an urgent motion proposing that the House of Representatives provide student activist
movements with a forum to express their concerns.
Civil society actors also increasingly reached out to the international community, including agencies of the United
Nations (UN) and the German Embassy in Thailand, to call upon the Thai government to end harassment of
protesters and repeal the repressive lèse majesté law. In October 2020, pro-democracy protesters marched to the
German Embassy to request that German authorities investigate whether the king had conducted state business
while on German soil, where he has spent most of his time since taking the throne in 2016.

SERVICE PROVISION: 4.6
CSOs’ ability to provide services slightly deteriorated in 2020, largely due to COVID-19 restrictions that impeded
service delivery. CSOs continued to face challenges in fulfilling the needs of their beneficiaries due to their limited
capacities, including manpower and financial resources. The government also continued to obstruct CSO activities,
complicating their work and service provision.
Thailand’s CSO sector provides services in a variety of issues, ranging from land tenure and community rights to
sexual and reproductive health and rights, women’s empowerment, and labor rights. In 2020, many CSOs
refocused their work to provide COVID-19 relief, and their services were more in demand as needs increased
with the worsening economy and ongoing pandemic and lockdown. For example, the call center at Childline
Thailand previously received an average of 600 calls per month, but between April 1 and 21 alone, after the start of
the lockdown, it provided counseling to 1,195 children. More children also made use of Childline Thailand’s
services for homeless children (Hub Saidek), which provides daily meals, showers, and mental health support.
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Despite the challenges of overburdened and underresourced staff and capacity, CSOs like Childline Thailand
remained responsive to the needs of their communities
and expanded their reach in 2020. ThaiHealth, an
autonomous agency funded by the government, worked
with local CSOs and supported activities and campaigns
to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 and raise public
awareness of prevention measures. In just twenty-six
days, from April 16 to May 11, ThaiHealth, assisted by
CSOs, provided support to 1,634 households. The
Migrant Workers Federation supported migrant workers
during the pandemic by distributing food to members
who had been laid off and helping them seek financial
remedies. Covid-Thailand Aid, a volunteer-based
organization, also supported those in need during the
pandemic by providing hot meals, care packages, and
frontline support.
COVID-19 and the restrictions imposed under the Emergency Decree, including the curfew and ban on gatherings,
impeded the operation of many CSOs and forced them to operate online as much as possible. Because crossprovincial travel was banned or subjected to a mandatory quarantine, those that traditionally provide on-theground services, including health and education services for marginalized communities, were most impacted. For
instance, CSOs working with impoverished communities, indigenous peoples, small-scale farmers, and migrant
workers tend to rely on face-to-face meetings and gatherings to carry out their activities. Due to COVID-19
restrictions, however, they could not organize such activities. They were also unable to hold online meetings
because the majority of their members do not have the necessary knowledge, skills, or access to technology.
CSOs usually offer their services free of charge, as they frequently serve local and marginalized communities with
low incomes.
COVID-19 restrictions made service provision particularly difficult, as described above, and the government did
not support CSOs during the crisis. The only clear support from the government in 2020 was reserved for health
volunteers.

SECTORAL INFRASTRUCTURE: 4.8
The infrastructure supporting the CSO sector slightly
deteriorated in 2020 due to the impact of COVID-19
restrictions. Collaborative work was difficult and
competition between CSOs increased as available
funding decreased. At the same time, pro-democracy
protests in 2020 encouraged dialogue among civil society
actors, slightly offsetting the negative impact of COVID19 restrictions.
CSO resource centers and intermediary support
organizations (ISOs) operating in Thailand include
NEEDeed and the Community Organizations
Development Institute (CODI), an independent
organization under MSDHS, which provide CSOs with
technical assistance and training. However, many CSOs,
especially those located outside of urban areas, are
unaware of these entities and do not receive the support they require. Instead, they receive support from larger
organizations that do not identify themselves as resource centers or ISOs. Manushya Foundation, for instance,
provides training, capacity building, and sub-grants to local CSOs and groups. However, due to the pandemic, it
was challenging for Manushya to provide this support to its local partners and communities, as travel restrictions
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either did not allow for work on the ground or delayed it considerably. Most of the marginalized communities
being supported do not use the internet for online trainings.
Sub-granting of foreign funds remains a limited but important source of funding for some local CSOs and
grassroots movements. Such sub-grants aim to increase the technical, operational, and management capacity of
grassroots community groups by financing small-scale community initiatives related to the environment and health
and community right-to-know advocacy.
Thailand does not have strong centralized CSO networks. Still, the pro-democracy protests in 2020 encouraged
segments of the sector to better engage with one another as civil society actors built solidarity and collaborated to
push for democratic reforms. Informal and person-to-person links among those involved in the protests remain
important, and social media platforms allow them to gain support, distribute information, and further expand the
network.
CSOs have access to training provided by partner organizations and other CSOs. In November 2020, Manushya
Foundation, together with Justice for Peace Foundation (JFP), held four regional workshops on Thailand’s UN
human rights reviews to take place in 2021, organized by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD) and the Human Rights Council. Participants included members of the Thai Business and
Human Rights Network and the Thai CSO Coalition for the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), comprising local
communities and national CSOs from all human rights sectors and across Thailand. The workshops covered both
the review processes and how coalition members can engage, gather credible evidence, and write their own UPR
and CERD shadow reports. In December 2020, the Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP), together with the
Diplomacy Training Program, held an online regional workshop on indigenous peoples, human rights, and
businesses. The program aimed to strengthen the knowledge and capacity of indigenous peoples’ advocates,
particularly in the context of COVID-19 and increasing threats from climate change. However, the training
available in 2020 did not cover all aspects of CSOs’ work, and training opportunities decreased during the year
given the restrictions on physical meetings and ICT limitations of beneficiaries.
CSOs struggle to develop partnerships with the government, and they rarely form partnerships with businesses
due to conflicting perceptions. CSOs typically view funding from corporations with suspicion, as businesses
perceive themselves as facilitators and decision makers in projects while CSOs believe that business should not
interfere in the projects. The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated the lack of partnerships as many CSOs joined prodemocracy protesters to denounce what they see as economic mismanagement of COVID-19 resources and lack
of financial support on the side of the government.

PUBLIC IMAGE: 5.1
The public image of CSOs remained unchanged in 2020.
The public remained skeptical of collaborating with
CSOs, while the government continued to discredit
CSOs and activists with critical or dissenting views.
CSOs also faced increasing harassment online and were
accused of treason, supporting criminals, working for
foreigners, and being extremist, radical, or illegal.
However, due to increased media attention, especially of
the demonstrations, a significant portion of the
population backed CSOs and more people seemed to
participate in their activities.
The extent of media coverage of CSOs and their work
varies according to the issues they address. Media
increasingly engaged in self-censorship around politically
sensitive topics and were hesitant to cover prodemocracy protests and activities in any detail. In response to those protests, however, media increasingly covered
stories related to abortion rights and the LGBTI community, in addition to some coverage of issues around Section
112 of the Penal Code and freedom of expression.
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The government and government allies attempted to discredit the pro-democracy demonstrations in 2020 by
claiming that the movement was being manipulated by foreign funding. In September 2020, the government
published a survey claiming that 75 percent of survey respondents believed that foreign organizations were
working to destabilize the country. The claim spurred a pro-monarchy group, the People of Thailand, to
demonstrate in front of the U.S. Embassy, which denied any involvement with the protests.
On a number of occasions in 2020, evidence suggested that the government was running an illegal propaganda
campaign financed by taxpayer money. According to the secretary-general of the Prachachart Party, funds that
were intended for public relations, training, or security operations in Thailand’s Deep South were instead used to
fund propagandist information operations, dividing society and targeting those critical of the government. ISOC’s
Information Operations targeted dissenting voices, including activists and academics, by establishing military-linked
social media accounts that targeted posts critical of the regime with posts and articles intended to delegitimize
human rights defenders and CSOs. Recognizing this, in October 2020, Twitter banned 926 military-related
accounts.
CSOs effectively use social media for public outreach and in 2020 they gained stronger public support due to wider
media coverage, particularly around issues raised during the public protests. Still, most CSOs lack a strong
communications strategy, and both CSOs and the media often practice self-censorship on politically sensitive
issues. CSOs typically do not produce annual reports, as most lack sufficient resources and staff.

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed herein are those of the panelists and other project researchers and do not necessarily
reflect the views of USAID or FHI 360.
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